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need care whether there is confined air happen to be s
there or not; if the pressure becomes very grating or untra
great the gases will be dislodged and will 3. Another o
bubble off at a point higher up the line of will not enter
sewers, where the drains are not water- stand-pipes.
locked and where they will flnd an escape. (a) Now, I w
Most sewers allow for fluctuation of their long as the gas,
contents, and it is only at times that the off overhead, w
house-drains will be so full as not to allow mmd its remain
of counter-currents and through-drafts. (b) But, as a

But the ground of this objection furnishes consideration of
a very strong argument for the overhead forces in
ventilation through bouse-drains; for, when objection does
the water closes the mouth of -the house- gas or air on o
drain, and then rises higher stili in the if they are of t
house-drain (as well as in the sewer), what density, will c
is to become of the gas imprisoned in the but Jet the su
drain itself, if there be no vent between the mndiately an as
sewer and the traps, the pressure being Jet a cold wind
such as will force the latter ? We know cold dense colu
that a three-inch seal only offers a resist- (c) Besides, ti
ance of a quarter of a pound for each square liquid in the se
ich of surface. The answer to this first expelled, or the
objection is partly the answer to the second. (d) Again, th

2. The second objection to which I shall from their mo
refer is that it is not safe to carry sewer- flaps sbould nev
gas through a pipe in such close proximity -free vents beir
to the walls of a bouse, as some of the gas of the sewer.
might escape from the pipe. (e) The plea t

(a) It is surely safer to have it pass for iniets is met
through a pipe outside the bouse than to find tbem exhal
have it forced in undiluted form into a pipe So far for ob
inside the bouse. to the varions

(b) It must be remembered that, with air into severs
the present system of half-clogged and in- them, such as
frequent openings, the contents are mmcl furnace cimne
more concentrated. alone, are insu

(c) In further answer to this objection, Wben plenty of
I would add that the lower part of the pipe, exist they are u
from the drain to a point a few feet above do not exist the
the ground, should be of cast-iron.dipped as such propul
when hot into melted pitch, and above that, such extraction
of galvanized iron, which, with a good coat wbere free vents
of paint, will remain perfectly tight. But, The true plan
even if a pin-hole had existed here and of breathing
there, what would that amount to in com- throngb which
parison with the volumes of gas wafted pass, and whic

dowards the unfortunate bouses -wich safe distane o'v
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